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CHAPTER H-5
HIGHWAY TRAFFIC ACT
HYDRAULIC BRAKE FLUID REGULATIONS


1. For the purpose of these regulations “SAE Standard” means that code of standards and specifications made by the Society of Automotive Engineers Incorporated and published in the 1962 SAE Handbook. (EC1190/67)

2. The SAE Standard for hydraulic brake fluid is hereby adopted. (EC1190/67)

3. Any hydraulic brake fluid sold for use in a motor vehicle or injected into the hydraulic braking system of a motor vehicle shall be of the standard and specifications prescribed by the SAE Standard as designated as either 70R1 or 70R3. (EC1190/67)

4. All containers in which hydraulic brake fluid is kept or offered for sale or from which brake fluid is used for injecting into the hydraulic braking system of a motor vehicle shall be legibly and distinctly marked denoting whether or not such hydraulic fluid complies with SAE Standard. (EC1190/67)

5. (1) A container of hydraulic brake fluid complying with specification designated SAE 70R1 shall bear a label containing the words “HEAVY DUTY SAE 70R1”.

   (2) A container of hydraulic brake fluid complying with the specification designated as SAE 70R3 shall bear a label containing the words “HEAVY DUTY SAE 70R3”. (EC1190/67)

6. No person shall sell or offer for sale hydraulic brake fluid for use in vehicles upon a highway
   (a) that does not comply with the standards and specifications prescribed by these regulations;
   (b) in a container not marked in compliance with these regulations. (EC1190/67)